
BEYERSKLOOF

180 / 60BEYERSKLOOF DRY ROSÉ
2020 Clean and crisp entrance, refreshingly dry with good acidity. A mediumbodied Rosé that is layered
with sweet red berries. Hints of buttery, creamy notes add complexity to this serious and delightful Rosé,
finishing off with a lingering aftertaste of red cherries and sweet strawberries.
~ Wine of origin - Stellenbosch

180 / 60BEYERSKLOOF CHENIN PINOTAGE
2021 - The Beyerskloof Chenin Blanc/Pinotage is widely recognized as the “white Pinotage”. Rare varietal
combo pleases with tropical fruit & soft red berries, bright & refreshing, perfect for summer.
~ Wine of origin - Stellenbosch

1600BEYERSKLOOF - DIESEL  PINOTAGE
2020 - A big structured wine with intense dark fruit flavours and pleasant hints of chocolate from the barrel
toasting. This wine has great depth and balance with a lasting finish. The wine will age superbly for 10
years or longer and will pair well with matured Sirloin/Rib eye on the bone and spicy Indian curries.
~ Wine of origin - Stellenbosch

180 / 60BEYERSKLOOF PINOTAGE
2020 - An exuberance of red berries and plums, a touch of spice and cherry tobacco. More plums, red and
black, tumble along with red cherry fruit, so fruit-forward and friendly; great drinkability with its
medium-body and featherweight tannins. Cut with freshness all the way through.
~ Wine of origin - Western cape

320BEYERSKLOOF PINOTAGE 1.5 LITRE MAGNUM
2020 - An exuberance of red berries and plums, a touch of spice and cherry tobacco. More plums, red and
black, tumble along with red cherry fruit, so fruit-forward and friendly; great drinkability with its
medium-body and featherweight tannins. Cut with freshness all the way through.
~ Wine of origin - Western Cape

1200BEYERSKLOOF FAITH
2020 - Intense dark fruit and cassis upon entry with delicate spice and cedar aromas from the new oak. A
big structured Cape blend with excellent complexity but still great balance. Hints of dark chocolate add to a
long smooth finish. Pairs well with matured sirloin, beef bourguignon and Oxtail. Optimum drinking time will
be 5-8 years after the vintage, but the wine should age well for 10-15 years.
~ - Wine of origin - Stellenbosch

1100BEYERSKLOOF EERSTE RY CABERNET SAUVIGNON
2019 - Translating to ‘First Row’, the Eerste Ry is our first Cabernet Sauvignon in the Beyerskloof portfolio,
produced from the first grapes ever planted on Beyerskloof. Eerste Ry symbolically refers to the oldest
vineyards planted and pays homage to where it all started. This Cabernet Sauvignon boasts notes of
intense dark fruit and cassis upon entry with delicate spice and savoury aromas from the new oak. A
structured wine with excellent complexity and great balance. Hints of dark chocolate add to a long smooth
finish. This wine will develop well for 10 years or longer.
~ Wine of origin - Stellenbosch

240BEYERSKLOOF -  SYNERGY CAPE BLEND
2019 - Baking blueberries, mulberries on the vine, leafy and sweet, cedar and spice. Generous and broad on
the palate with fleshy, juicy fruit, cherries dipped in chocolate. A cleansing acidity plays against a supple
tannin structure, drawing the wine into a moreish, fruity finish.
~ Wine of origin - Stellenbosch

370BEYERSKLOOF FIELD BLEND
2017 - Remarkable & consistent Bordeaux red, co-grown, fermented and matured 24 months. Cab (80%)
and merlot in harmony, showing dark flavours of blackcurrant and spiced berry compote, hint of tealeaf
and persistent graphite/mineral finish. Ups the new-oak portion to 100%.
~ Wine of origin - Stellenbosch



R220BEYERSKLOOF TRAILDUST CAPE BLEND
Generous amount of sweet fruit, cherries and plum. A well-balanced wine with a juicy middle and soft
well-rounded tannins. This wine is best served chilled(14°C) and combines well with duck, samosas and
Malayan curries .
~ - Wine of origin - Klapmuts and Wasbank

800BEYERSKLOOF KRIEKBULT PINOTAGE
2020 - The Kriekbult Pinotage expresses an abundance of black fruit flavours from blackberries to cassis
with balanced oak aromas from barrel maturation. A wine with excellent balance, a lovely core, and a long
juicy aftertaste that will develop well for 10 years or longer.
~ Wine of origin - Stellenbosch

45 per glassBEYERSKLOOF LAGARE
2019 - Cinnamon, prune and caramelised nuts, dark juicy plum and blackberry pastille; lashings of dark fruit
are driven and deep, a plum pudding sweetness lifted with liquorice and seasoned with exotic spice, like
grains of paradise, a gingery tone that follows on the finish.
~ Wine of origin - Stellenbosch

BLAAUWKLIPPEN

R300BLAAWKLIPPEN  BRUT
2020 - Delicate rose petal and nectarine nuances leads to hints of orange blossom, strawberries and
lemons. The mousse is fine with mineral notes and a creamy brioche core. Finishes with juicy freshness and
finesse.
~ Wine of origin - Stellenbosch

R250BLAAUWKLIPPEN CHENIN BLANC
2022 - Yellow peach and quince notes are enhanced by nuances of straw, pineapple, fresh lemon zest and
delicate yellow flowers. The creamy palate leads to a smooth, elegant and refreshing finish. FOOD PAIRING
A stunning wine for summer celebrations, picnics and get- togethers. Pairs well with “braai” chicken and
mushroom  Risotto.
~ Wine of origin - Stellenbosch

R300BLAAWKLIPPEN BLUSH ROSÉ
2022 - A rose gold coloured wine with notes of orange peel, white flowers, cranberries and Turkish delight
on the nose. The savoury mouthfeel has a mineral core with creamy poise and a refreshing finish.
~ Wine of origin - Stellenbosch

R300BLAAUWKLIPPEN MALBEC
2020 - Dark chocolate, mineral and tobacco nuances support the abundant notes of mulberry, cassis,
blueberry, black berry and plums. Plush chalky tannins with vibrant texture on the palate. A fine aromatic
finish with lingering length and creamy flinty texture.
~ Wine of origin - Stellenbosch

KANONKOP

150KANONKOP ROSÉ
2022 - A full bodied, dry style of rosé with a subtle onion skin colour. Inviting aromas of ripe melon,
candyfloss, rose water and summer berries are present on the nose. The flavour profile is packed with juicy
raspberry and cherry fruit.

220KANONKOP KADETTE CAPE BLEND
2019 - The bright ruby colour of the Kadette Cape Blend 2019 has vibrant crimson hues, with
complimenting aromas of raspberries, dark cherries, plums, cinnamon and cloves. Supple, elegant tannins
and a fresh seam of acidity are beautifully balanced with a vibrant explosion of fruit on the palate. Juicy
flavours of red and black fruits, and a hint of chocolate, dominate the lengthy finish.
~ Wine of origin - Stellenbosch



800KANONKOP ESTATE PINOTAGE
2020 - Bright purple-red colour. Bold aromas of plums, blackberries, hints of liquorice and tar, layers of
smoke, roasted nuts and rich vanilla on the nose. The palate is packed with flavours of plums, cherries,
black figs, dark chocolate, blackberries and spicy oak. The beautifully integrated plush, creamy tannins with
satisfying acidity result in a wonderfully balanced wine with a long finish, promising great maturation
potential.
~ Wine of origin Stellenbosch

500KANONKOP ESTATE CABERNET SAUVIGNON
2017 -  A classic Simonsberg Cabernet, exuding a sense of coolness, despite the warm vintage conditions.
A perfumed nose filled with notes of blackcurrants, fennel, cigar box, tea leaf and “fynbos” shrub. The
palate is delicate and fresh, with an austere old-world charm about it. Grainy tannins compliment the
earthy profile, with subtle hints of liquorice on the lengthy finish.
~ Wine of origin - Simonsberg, Stellenbosch

KLEINE ZALZE

150 / 50KLEINE ZALZE  CHENIN BLANC
2022 - Strong litchi, citrusy and guava on the nose with ripe pineapple and peach flavours that follows
through on the palate.
~ Wine of origin - Western Cape

300 / 60KLEINE ZALZE BRUT ROSÉ
N/V - A traditional, yet fun and flirtatious MCC with flair that delights the palate as much as the eye. A
delicate silver pink hue with a lively cascading sparkle, aromas of cherries and red berries with elegant
layers of finesse and decadence on the palate.
~ Wine of origin - Stellenbosch

150 / 50KLEINE ZALZE CHARDONNAY
2021 - Delicate and fresh with notes of zesty lemon and juicy ripe white peaches. Finishes crisp with
lingering mouthcoating fruitiness. Enjoy now or cellar for up to 5 years.
~ Wine of origin - Stellenbosch, Robertson & Bonnievale

150 / 50KLEINE ZALZE CINSAULT ROSÉ
2021 - The wine has delicate pink hue that echoes that of rose petals. A beautiful bouquet of peach
blossoms and fresh cherries follow on the palate supported by a citrus freshness and refreshing finish. This
is a delicious wine that screams long lazy summer days in the sun with friends and good food.
~ Wine of origin - Cape Coastal Region

180 / 60KLEINE ZALZE CABERNET SAUVIGNON
2020 - The juicy mid-palate leaves the mouth-watering for another sip. A fun wine to be enjoyed on its own
or with friends over a great meal! This Cabernet show lots of red fruit and crushed herbs on the bouquet.
The palate follows with ripe cranberries and just enough tannin to give the typical Cabernet “backbone”.
~ Wine of origin - Western Cape

280KLEINE ZALZE SMV
2019 -  Shiraz, Mourvèdre, Viognier. As always, this wine displays classic Rhone elements while still
maintaining its undeniable South African identity. The winemaking team’s deft touch in the cellar means
that we have a wine that has lush bouquet of wild red fruit and hints of pink peppercorn which leads to a
fresh palate that is elegant and finishes with a slight hint of lavender. This wine embodies elegance and can
be enjoyed now but will also evolve well for the next 5 years.
~ Wine of origin - Western Cape



LE POMMIER

150 / 50LE POMMIER SAUVIGNON BLANC
2022 - Pale green with light straw hues on the colour. The nose is laden with gooseberry, tropical fruit with
a hint of nettles. The palate shows lime, citrus and gooseberry fruit with a flinty, mineral finish.
~ Wine of origin - Stellenbosch

270LE POMMIER CABERNET FRANC
2020 - This spicy wine shows wonderful aromas of raspberries, plums and blackcurrant leaves.  A delicate
and perfumed wine with ample juice on the mid-palate and with great length.
~ Wine of origin - Banghoek Valley, Stellenbosch

150LE POMMIER - MAC
2021 - This rich blend of Cabernet Franc and Malbec shows dark fruit characters of blackberry and
mulberry on the nose. The wine has firm but mouth filling structure and velvety tannins on the palate with a
long lingering aftertaste.
~  - Wine of origin - Banghoek valley Stellenbosch

220LE POMMIER JONATHAN’S MALBEC
2020 - Perfumed notes on the nose, give way to rich mulberry and dark cherry tones on the palate. The
wine shows full but finely structured tannins, that although restrained now will reward well with a couple of
years of bottle maturation.
~ Wine of origin - Banghoek Valley, Stellenbosch

MERAKI

150 / 50MERAKI SAUVIGNON BLANC
2021 - Intensely aromatic and complex Sauvignon Blanc. The nose showcases lovely layers of aromatics
like citrus, green herbs, hints of apple and grapefruit. The aromatics from the nose continues through onto
the palate and the fresh lively acidity contributes to a lively balanced finish.
~ Wine of origin - Darling

180 / 60MERAKI SHIRAZ
2019 - This vintage has beautiful, concentrated black berry fruit flavours with hints of violets, chocolate and
sweet spice undertones. The palate shows a balanced acidity, with rich tannins and a long clean fruit
dominated aftertaste.
~ Wine of origin - Stellenbosch

MULDERBOSCH

350 / 65MULDERBOSCH MCC
2017 - Richly styled, this is a powerful MCC displaying a complex bouquet of aromas. There is a steely
mineral quality to it which just manages to offset the slightly ripe yellow cling peach and summery floral
notes. The bead is creamy and the palate succulent and round, with a good length of fine acidity and just
the right amount of firm texture which bodes well for further maturation.
~ Wine of origin - Stellenbosch

180MULDERBOSCH - ‘STEEN OP HOUT'
2022 - The firmly textured wine displays a fine crisp neutral acidity penetrating the length of the palate,
supporting flavours of ripe Granny Smith apples and cinnamon spice. As with all wines of pedigree, the
length of the finish is a mark of the wonderful concentration of fruit flavour and balance often achieved
through the use of mature vineyards, as is the case here.
~ Wine of origin - Stellenbosch

350MULDERBOSCH  FAITHFUL HOUND
2019 - Mulderbosch Faithful Hound celebrates the virtues of Bordeaux’s great tradition of blending. Aside
from investing considerable effort in our own vineyards in close proximity to False Bay, our quest to find the
perfect sites for each of the five varieties used in the blend led us from cooler sites to the rich, shale soils of
Bottelary. The goal with each bottling of Faithful Hound is to produce a rich, complex wine that comfortably
expresses old world class and the generosity of fruit associated with Stellenbosch.
~ Wine of origin - Stellenbosch



NEETHLINGSHOF ESTATE

150 / 50NEETHLINGSHOF ESTATE SAUVIGNON BLANC
2022 - Colour  Pale lemon.  Aroma  Fresh and vibrant aromas of elderflower, ripe pear, pineapple and white
peach.  Palate  A light bodied, lean wine with a crisp acidity and a summer medley of apricot, passion fruit,
green bell pepper and a hint of blackcurrant leaf.
~ Wine of origin - Stellenbosch

220NEETHLINGSHOF ESTATE CABERNET SAUVIGNON
2018 - A full-bodied wine with well-integrated flavours of sweet tobacco and cherry with spicy
characteristics coming through on the palate
~ Wine of origin - Stellenbosch

250NEETHLINGSHOF ESTATE MALBEC
2021 - Medium to full bodied wine with a flavour profile of black plum, stewed fruits and cedar, rounded off
with silky tannins and a savoury finish. Pairs well with roast chicken, red meat and spicy vegetable curry
~ Wine of origin - Stellenbosch

PINK VALLEY WINES

180 / 60PINK VALLEY WINES ROSÉ
2021 - This blush coloured rosé shows extraordinary bright fruit, with ripe notes of melon and tropical fruit,
followed by a round, beautifully balanced palate that lingers long after you’ve taken the initial sip.
~ Wine of origin - Stellenbosch

RUST EN VREDE

650RUST EN VREDE ESTATE
2018 - Named to reflect the planting on the property, the grapes for this wine come from 22 hectares of
Cabernet Sauvignon, 7 hectares of Syrah and 1 hectare of Merlo. Rich cassis and mulberry with cedar and
tobacco reveal Cabernet as the backbone to the blend, after which fresh red and black cherry with black
pepper spice show the Syrah component. Intense fruit flavours are layered with mocha, Christmas cake,
sandalwood and leather, bringing complexity to the wine. Fresh, fruity acidity balances the firm, coating
tannins, culminating in a clean, dry finish that indicates good ageing potential.
~ Wine of origin - Stellenbosch

520RUST EN VREDE ESTATE CABERNET SAUVIGNON
2020 - Expressive black fruit jumps out of the glass. Juicy black cherry and cassis combine with blueberries,
liquorice and sandalwood. Full bodied and intense on the palate. Fine grained, grippy tannins balance well
with a fresh, black-fruit acidity. Tobacco, nutmeg and savoury spice bring complex layers to mulberry and
bramble fruit that round out the palate. A typically well-structured Cabernet with excellent length.
~ Wine of origin - Stellenbosch

490RUST EN VREDE ESTATE VINEYARD SYRAH
2019 - Floral perfume of jasmine with black cherry and tobacco. Full bodied with bold fruit, showing red
cherry, blueberry and black forest gateau. Subtle pink peppercorn and cumin compliment savoury notes of
smoky meat. Balanced acidity, fine spicy tannins and a juicy finish.
~ Wine of origin - Stellenbosch

STELLENBOSCH HILLS

120 / 40STELLENBOSCH HILLS CHENIN BLANC
2022 - Stellenbosch Hills Chenin Blanc is star bright with a slight green hue. An abundance of tropical fruit
flavours in particular pineapple, apricot and granadilla. Mineral characters on the nose. Serve chilled.
~ Wine of origin - Polkadraai, Stellenbosch

120 / 40STELLENBOSCH HILLS SAUVIGNON BLANC
2022 - Mouth-filling and crisp with a lime zest acidity. This full-bodied wine delights with an abundance of
green fig, gooseberry and sweet melon aromas. With a hint of guava fruit, asparagus and a lingering finish.
Serve chilled. Serve with: Fresh oysters, grilled fish and a salad of tomatoes, fresh basil and mozzarella.
~ Wine of origin - Stellenbosch



120 / 40STELLENBOSCH HILLS MERLOT
2018 - Stellenbosch Hills’ enchanting whiffs of violet and cherry blossom are the first impression. The wine
is beautifully balanced and the velvety smooth palate rewards with luscious ripe plum and melting
chocolate flavours on the lingering finish.
~ WINE OF ORIGIN - STELLENBOSCH

250STELLENBOSCH HILLS 1707 RESERVE - WHITE
2019 - The 1707 Reserve White is an elegant, voluptuous wine with an aromatic nose filled with stone fruit,
honey and zesty citrus aromas.

320STELLENBOSCH HILLS  1707 RESERVE - RED
2018 - A full bodied, seamless blend boasting an abundance of dark berry fruit, plums, dark chocolate and
hints of black pepper & cigar box aromas. The structure is well-balanced with juicy, yet firm tannins. The
tannin structure is mid palate focused and the wine has a long lingering finish.

THELEMA

THELEMA SAUVIGNON BLANC
2019 - Aromas of ripe peach, grapefruit marmalade, blossoms and complex yeasty flavours complement
the toasty oak in the wine. The palate is clean with a lovely texture and long finish.
~ Wine of origin - Stellenbosch

550THELEMA CABERNET SAUVIGNON
2017 - Complex and stylish, with aromas of ripe blackcurrant, dark chocolate and pencil shavings. This wine
is bone dry, yet exhibits a lovely sweet fruit character on the palate, with a lovely long finish.A perfect
accompaniment to grilled beef, especially with a Béarnaise sauce and rocket salad.
~ Wine of origin - Stellenbosch

180 / 60THELEMA  MOUNTAIN RED
2018 - This wine shows inviting aromas of juicy black fruit, mulberries, plums and hints of warm spice. After
spending 18 months in barrel, the palate is soft and juicy with well rounded tannins and a long, delicious
finish. Particularly good with light and medium flavoured meals, such as pizza or a braai. 44% Shiraz / 34%
Grenache / 22% Petit Verdot
~ Wine of origin - Stellenbosch

700THELEMA RABELAIS
2015 - During our annual vintage review individual barrels are identified and earmarked for the Rabelais
blend. Concentrated aromas of dark berries and cedar wood on the nose are complemented by lovely
sweet fruit and polished tannins on the palate. The wine finishes long and firm and will reward cellaring.
~ Wine of origin - Stellenbosch

45 per glassTHELEMA - VIN DE HEL MUSCAT
2020 - A golden dessert wine with very typical Muscat characters on the nose. The wine shows upfront
aromas of pineapple, citrus, apricots, a touch of honey and subtle floral notes. The palate is lush with the
perfect balance between sweetness and fresh acidity.
~ Wine of origin - Stellenbosch

VILLIERA

250 / 50VILLIERA TRADITION BRUT ROSÉ
N/V - Joyful, rich pink colour, vivacious cascading bubbles and the full rich flavour of Pinot Noir, combined
with the elegance of Chardonnay and the uniqueness of Pinotage providing the colour. This is the Tradition
Rosé - rich in flavour with a long finish.

180 / 60VILLIERA CHENIN BLANC
2022 - The wine has abundant fruit with a hint of wood spice on the nose, including pineapple, guava and
citrus. On the palate it is rich with a hint of freshness. It is well balanced with a long finish. The wine has the
structure to last for 5 years, but Chenin Blanc can also be enjoyed young. AWARDS: SAWi: GRAND GOLD
Gilbert & Gaillard International Challenge: GOLD
~ Wine of origin - Stellenbosch



350VILLIERA  BARREL FERMENTED CHENIN BLANC
2021 - The wine displays tropical fruit with a hint of pineapple, citrus and honey. It is fresh with oak playing
a supporting role. The wine is full bodied with complexity and good maturation potential. AWARDS: SAWi:
Top 10 / Platinum Prescient Chenin Blanc Report Top 10: 95 points
~ Wine of origin - Stellenbosch

180 / 60VILLIERA SAUVIGNON BLANC
2022 - In keeping with the trend towards fruit driven wines this Sauvignon Blanc displays intense varietal
character including passion fruit and a hint of green pepper. The inclusion of some wine from our old
Bushvine vineyard provides greater freshness and vibrancy. Although attractive now our 2022 Sauvignon
Blanc can be kept for a further 2 to 3 years. It can be enjoyed alone or as an accompaniment to good
seafood.
~ Wine of origin - Stellenbosch

220VILLIERA PINOTAGE
2019 - A new style Pinotage with subtle oak spice, plums and a hint of vanilla on the nose. On the palate it
is soft but well structured with good length. The wine is well balanced and can be enjoyed now with the
potential to age for a further 5 years.
~ Wine of origin - Stellenbosch

220VILLIERA  MERLOT
2020 - The colour of the wine is brilliant red. The aroma shows hints of wood spice and mint with attractive
red berry fruit. On the palate the wine is rich and full with juicy soft tannins ensuring drinkability. It will
however mature for up to six years from vintage.
~ Wine of origin - Stellenbosch

300VILLIERA  - MONRO MERLOT
2020 - Intensely aromatic with forthcoming berry fruit and hints of chocolate, spice and vanilla. It is well
balanced with velvety texture but with enough grip to ensure good length. The complexity will ensure that
Monro Merlot should keep for up to 10 years.
~ Wine of origin - Stellenbosch

950VILLIERA  - THE CLAN
2016 - Intensely perfumed with dark berry fruit, liquorice, violets and underlying tobacco, spice and
graphite. It is full bodied with ripe succulent tannins and great length. The wine is complemented by a small
percentage of Carignan, which freshens the wine, improving drinkability while creating a point of difference.
~ Wine of origin - Stellenbosch


